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Compared to last week, less tension is felt on the 
MM and FI markets 
 
Risk aversion was at high levels last week as pointed by the 5Y CDS and Central Bank 

officials stepping out to oppose speculation regarding the EUR/RON level in case of 

Greek exit. Expectations about households demand falling on a quarterly basis in Q1 

were confirmed this week. The turnaround in sentiment could come from EU leaders 

advancing more serious discussions to end crisis: i.e. fiscal union (long-term expected 

improvement) and direct support to Spanish banks (short-term expected result). 

 
 

Macroeconomics: Unemployment rate rose to 7.2% in April; PPI up 
at 6.5% YoY (Page 3 -4) 
 

In April, the unemployment rate continued to climb from 7.2% (March) to 7.4%, 

seasonally adjusted data show. During the boom years (2005-2008), the average 

unemployment rate stood at 6.6%. The turning point was in 2009, when the economy 

reached rock bottom and unemployment rose from 5.7% in December 2008 to 7.5% in 

December 2009. We may be looking for the new turning point but on the upside this 

time, observing when the unemployment rate stabilizes below the 7% long-term 

average. Producer price index rose to 6.5% YoY in April, driven by the large price hike 

of 9.6% YoY on the external markets. As demand is still weak, increases in producer 

prices take longer to be incorporated in consumer prices. 

 

FX markets: NBR opposes the view according to which EUR/RON 
could hit 5 (Page 5 - 6) 
 

While admitting that a disorderly Greek exit would affect all European currencies, not 

only the euro and implicitely the RON, CB officials opposed firmly to the view according 

to which the EUR/RON could hit 5.  

 

Government securities: moderate increase in yields (max. 4 bp); 
new CB rule will boost demand for treasuries (Page 7-8) 

 
Last week, RON-denominated securities increased again moderately (1-4 bp) but the 

5Y CDS jumped 31 bp, the highest level this year. This week we saw some relief and a 

falling CDS, below 400 bp. The Central Bank issued a  new rule by which it allows a 

number of 5 different issues to be brought as collateral for its open market operations, 

instead of 3. This is an incentive to hold more treasuries and it will act towards 

depressing the yields especially since local banks are the majority holders of treasuries. 

 

MM: The Central Bank facilitates the use of collateral for its  
Repo operations (Page 9-10) 

 
After two consecutive weeks in which repo volume stood at 8bn RON and MM rates 

were still climbing, the Central Bank took a measure targeted at boosting liquidity on the 

interbanking market, without decreasing the mandatory reserves ratio. This allows more 

flexibility regarding the collateral that banks bring for the repo operations and, in the 

medium term, should act towards decreasing the MM rates. 
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Macroeconomics: Unemployment rate rose to 7.2% in April; PPI up at 6.5% YoY 
 

 
 

In April, the unemployment rate continued to climb from 

7.2% (March) to 7.4%, seasonally adjusted data show. The 

hike was higher than the figure for the EU27 where the 

advance was only 0.1%, to 10.3%. In absolute terms, the 

number of unemployed increased by 4,000 in April, after 

having declined continuously in January-March. As this is a 

lagging indicator, the increase is in line with the decline in 

the economic activity that we saw in Q1 2012. Therefore, we 

expect some more adjustments in the coming months. 

During the boom years (2005-2008), the average 

unemployment rate stood at 6.6% and the long-term 

average is around 7% (January 2000-April 2012). The 

turning point was in 2009, when the economy reached 

rock bottom and unemployment rose from 5.7% in 

December 2008 to 7.5% in December 2009. We may be 

looking for the new turning point, but on the upside this 

time, observing when the unemployment rate stabilizes 

below the 7% long-term average. 

 

Producer price index rose to 6.5% YoY in April, driven 

by the large price hike of 9.6% YoY on the external 

markets. By comparison, the increase was lower by 2 

percentage points in March. On average, the RON 

depreciated by 6.8% YoY in April against the euro and this 

may have contributed to the large jump we saw. On the 

domestic market, the price increase was 5.3% YoY, slightly 

higher than in March (5.2% YoY). As demand is still weak, 

increases in producer prices take longer to be 

incorporated in consumer prices. Analysing the price hike 

by industrial sections, we notice that the main price increase 

is the water supply& sewerage price (+28.9% YoY) due to 

investments made by producers to keep to EU regulations. 

We already saw a passthrough to CPI on this segment, to a 

great extent (aproximately 20% YoY was the price increase 

of the CPI component). Manufacturing producer prices 

increased as well, a bit more than the average: 6.9.% YoY. 

Looking at the main industrial groups, the main driver 

was energy goods: +11.3% YoY. The smallest hike was 

noticed at durable consumer goods: +1.99%. 

 

Unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted) 

 
Source: NBR, OTP Research 

 

Industrial production price index rose to 6.5% YoY in Apr 

 
Source : INS, OTP Research 
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Medium-term macroeconomic forecast 

 
 
Source: Eurostat, OTP Research 
Note: * forecast;  
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FX markets:  NBR opposes the view according to which 
EUR/RON could hit 5 
 
The RON appreciated last week by 0.2%, contrary to its peers: the 

Polish zloty shrank 0.9% against the euro, the Czech crown and 

Hungarian forint lost 1.7% each. Risk indicators were close to the 

highest historical levels, with the 5Y CDS hitting 431 bp on Friday. The 

bid-ask spread returned to its long-term average, pointing to the fact 

that the markets got used to EUR/RON new trading range.  

 

Last week, the 5Y CDS (euro) close to historical peak at 431 bp 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

 

 

From the FX interbanking market figure for May, we see that the volume of 

transactions per day increased to 1.9 bn EUR from a monthly average of 

1.65 bn EUR during first four months in 2012. Looking back from 2008, we 

see that each time we noticed a spike in the interbanking market 

volume, the EUR/RON jumped in a new trading range from which it did 

not slide back (only temporarily, due to volatile capital inflows as it 

happened last year in Q1 due to non-residents' buying government 

securities). For example, in August 2008-November 2008, the EUR/RON 

jumped from 3.5 to 3.7, then in January 2009 it jumped from 3.9 to 4.2; in 

April 2010-June 2010 it climbed from 4.14 to 4.24 and in September 2011- 

November 2011 it rose to 4.35 from 4.28. The last spike was in May 2012, to 

4.44 from 4.4 in April 2012. While the 2008 episode is widely known, when 

the Central Bank intervened to stop speculation on the RON, the moments 

when the CB intervenes are not known with precision. However, since the 

higher volumes cannot be attributed to increased activity resulting from 

needs of economic agents, they are a sign of increased tensions on the FX 

markets when the CB probably had to intervene to temper the RON’s 

volatility. The question worth answering is to what extent can the CB 

intervene to prevent an abrupt appreciation. While admitting that a disorderly 

Greek exit would affect all European currencies, not only the euro and 

implicitely the RON, CB officials opposed firmly to the view according to 

which the EUR/RON could hit 5. Regarding the importance of the Greek 

exit scenario we will publish a detailed analysis about it soon. 

 

 

 
Source: Reuters 

 

Major RON FX rates (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

 

Regional RON FX rates I. (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

 

Regional RON FX rates II. (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 
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In May, FX interbanking market rose in close to levels seen in Oct-Nov 
2011, when markets were tense on Greek 2nd bailout discussions;  

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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Government securities: moderate increase in yields (max. 4 
bp); new CB rule will boost demand for treasuries  
 
Last week, RON-denominated securities increased again moderately      

(1-4 bp) but the 5Y CDS jumped 31 bp, the highest level this year. 

Consequently, we noticed further widening of the spread to German 

bunds.  

 

Treasuries’ market revived last week as the daily average volume traded 

on the secondary market and recorded by SaFir increased 60% WoW to 

2.4 bn RON (for RON-denominated securities) from 1.6 in the previous 2 

weeks. What may have boosted trading is the new rule issued by the 

Central Bank by which it allows a number of five different issues to be 

brought as collateral, instead of three for its open market operations. 

On the one hand, the high cost of funds and the risk premium reaching close 

to the highest historical levels keeps the yields up. On the other hand, this 

CB rule is an incentive to hold more treasuries and will act towards 

depressing the yields especially since the local banks are the majority 

holders and there are several reasons for which demand-side factors could 

have a lesser negotiation power than supply-side factors: 

 The present liquidity buffer that the Treasury holds decreases the 

pressure to sell more treasuries in the short term  

 The Treasury is willing to tap international markets; 

 

On the supply side: 

 Treasuries are attractive for local banks (and not only) due to high 

real rates and low probability of default (for the worst-case scenario, 

Romania has a precautionary agreement with the IMF until 2013 

worth 5 bn EUR) 

 Very liquid investment as it can be used as collateral for open 

market operations; this will diminish liquidity premium 

 As lending pace is slowing and new loans' generation decreases, 

treasuries are an attractive investment on a risk-reward basis. 

 

 

Yield curve over the past weeks (Central Bank fixing) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

 

 
Source: Reuters 

Central bank benchmark fixing yields (%) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

Slope of the yield curve (bp) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

FLY 3-5-10 (bp) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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Average daily volume of RON denominated treasuries 

traded on the secondary market increased last week 

 

 

Source: NBR, OTP Research 

 

 

  

 

Average daily volume of euro-denominated treasuries 

traded on the secondary market increased last week 

 

 

Source: NBR, OTP Research 

 

T –bills auction in June 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

Bonds auctions in June 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

T-Bills in RON, monthly maturity schedule (mn RON) 

 
Sources: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

Remaining maturity of government securities 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

Note: the Eurobonds were not included 

The MinFin plans for less bonds issue in June 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

 

 
End of the year data (2007 -2011) 
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MM: The Central Bank facilitates the use of collateral for its  
Repo operations 
 
After two consecutive weeks in which repo volume stood at 8bn RON and 

MM rates were still climbing, the Central Bank took a measure targeted at 

boosting liquidity on the interbanking market, without decreasing the 

mandatory reserves ratio which, as we said in a previous report, would 

have an uncertain effect on the interbanking market, given the risk of capital 

flight. Consequently, the CB decided to accept for its open market 

operations (including repo) a number of 5 options (issues) instead of 3 

as before. This allows more flexibility regarding the collateral that banks 

bring for the repo operations and in the medium term, should act towards 

decreasing the MM rates. As a result, this week the volume hit a historical 

level at 12.1 bn RON but rates fail to drop. Meanwhile, we observe a 

continuous decline of outstanding interbanking deposits: they were down at 

2.6 bn RON last Friday, this year’s daily average being 4.9 bn RON. 

 

Most important MM instruments from 2011 (%) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

 
This year, the excess liquidity that the overall banking system held dropped 

continously as the evolution of the total amount of money placed in the 

deposit facility/month at the CB shows. In May, the amount placed with the 

CB dropped by 30% MoM (6 bn RON or on average 273 mn RON/day) and 

banks did not use the credit facility. After hovering around 3% in January-

April, average daily ROBOR ON jumped by 130 bp in May and ROBOR 3M 

by 60 bp. If compared to May, banks get an additional liquidity of 4 bn RON 

per week through the repo operations, then we should see the rates drop but 

judging by the speed of adjustment, most likely the effect will be felt in July if 

no extraordinary event happens (please see the graph below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Reuters 

 

Interbank deposits (stock) and average 
interest rate 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

 

Repo operations during 2009 -2012 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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The effect on MM rates of each base rate cut lowers each month; the last 
base rate cut was mostly effective in April; at the same time, the liquidity 
level fell in April and May and they triggered hikes in MM rates in May 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

*In April we showed the base rate cut which was effective on 30
th
 March 

 
 
Standing facilities: in May, banks placed a lower amount of deposits and 
did not use the credit facility, as they did in April 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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Disclaimer 
 
OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not intend to present this document as an objective or independent explanation of the matters contained 
therein. This document a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of 
investment research, and b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 
This communication does not contain a comprehensive analysis of the described issues.  This report is issued for information purposes only and should 
not be interpreted as a suggestion, an invitation or an offer to enter into any transaction, as an investment advice, and it does not constitute legal, tax or 
accounting advice. Also it is not and should not be considered a recommendation for investment in financial instruments according to C.N.V.M. 
Regulations no. 15/2006 and 32/2006. 
Information herein reflects current market practices. Additional information may be available on request. This document is intended only for the direct 
and sole use of the selected customers of OTP Bank Romania S.A. Any form of reproduction or redistribution to any other person that the intended 
recipients, including publication in whole or in part for any purpose, must not be made without the express agreement of OTP Bank Romania S.A. 
Although the information in this document has been prepared in good faith from sources which OTP Bank Romania S.A. believes to be reliable, we do 
not represent or warrant its accuracy and such information may be incomplete or condensed. The issuer of this report does not claim that the 
information presented herein is perfectly accurate or complete. However it is based on sources available to the public and widely believed to be reliable. 
Also the opinions and estimates presented herein reflect a professional subjective judgment at the original date of publication and are therefore subject 
to change thereafter without notice. Furthermore there can be no guarantees that any market developments will unfold as forecasted. Opinions and 
estimates constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. 
OTP Bank Romania S.A. may have issued reports that are different or inconsistent with the information expressed within this report and is under no 
obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. 
OTP Bank Romania S.A. may hold a position or act as market maker in the financial instrument of any issuer discussed herein or act as advisor or 
lender to such issuer. This document is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation of the financial instruments discussed herein. In particular, 
information in this document regarding any issue of new financial instruments should be regarded as indicative, preliminary and for illustrative purposes 
only, and evaluation of any such financial instruments should be made solely on the basis of information contained in the relevant offering circular and 
pricing supplement when available. OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not act as a fiduciary for or an advisor to any prospective purchaser of the financial 
instruments discussed herein and is not responsible for determining the legality or suitability of an investment in the financial instruments by any 
prospective purchaser. 
This report is not intended to influence in any way or to be considered a substitute to research and advice centered on the specific investment objectives 
and constraints of the recipient (including tax concerns) therefore investors should obtain individual financial advice. Before purchasing or selling 
financial instruments or engaging investment services, please examine the prospectuses, regulations, terms, agreements, notices, fee letters, and any 
other relevant documents regarding financial instruments or investment services described herein in order to be capable of making a well-advised 
investment decision. Please refer to your competent adviser for advice on the risks, fees, taxes, potential losses and any other relevant conditions 
before you make your investment decision regarding financial instruments or investment services described herein. OTP Bank Romania S.A. in 
compliance with the applicable law, assumes no responsibility, obligation, warranty or guarantee whatsoever for any direct or indirect damage (including 
losses arising from investments), or for the costs or expenses, detrimental legal consequences or other sanctions (including punitive and consequential 
damage) sustained by any natural or legal person as a result of the purchase or sale of financial instruments or engaging investment services described 
herein, even if OTP Bank Romania S.A. was warned of the possibility of such occurrences. 
Figures described herein refer to the past and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. 
Please note that the Internet is not a secure environment and OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not accept any liability for any loss caused by the result of 
using this report in a form altered or delayed by the willful or accidental interception, corruption or virus infection.  
All rights reserved – OTP Bank Romania S.A. (registered seat: Street Buzesti, no. 66-68, 1st sector Bucuresti, Romania; company registration number: 
01-10-041585; authorized by the National Securities Commission – certificate no. 47/24.03.2009; for further information please refer to: 
https://www.otpbank.ro/en) 
This document has been provided to the recipients upon their prior request. Your abovementioned permission may be withdrawn by an e-mail 

addressed to mihaela.neagu@otpbank.ro or a written mail addressed to OTP Bank Romania S.A , Buzesti Street, no. 66-68, 1st sector Bucuresti, 

Romania. Please refer to your name and e-mail address in both cases. 
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